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  What’s On: Autumn A 

 Foundation Bears 

Welcome to Foundation! 

It has been wonderful to welcome the children back, we have 

missed them. We do hope you have had a wonderful summer 

holiday and that your children are rested and ready to do lots of learning! Our first topic is ‘Marvellous Me! ’. 

We will be learning all about ourselves and the people in our families - What makes us special and who are the 

people who are special to us? Any photographs of your children, their brothers and sisters, grandparents etc 

that you can send in for us to share and talk about would be great! 

To encourage the children to develop their communication skills we will have ’Marvelous Monday’’ show and tell 

sessions. The children will all have the opportunity to learn new vocabulary as they show us things relating to 

the topic that week that they bring from home. 

In literacy we will be sharing the story of ‘Harry and the dinosaurs go to school’ and relating this to our own 

experiences. We will also be developing our phonic skills and learning how to read and write key words. Extra 

practice will be sent home so that you can help your child with their learning.  

In maths we will continue to develop our knowledge of shape, colour and number. In particular we will be 

focusing on developing our ability to count using one to one correspondence (one number for each object) and to 

rote count. Any counting practice you can do at home would be very helpful. PE Monday, Dance Thursday and 

change library books on a Thursday. 

P.E. will take place on a Monday morning and we will be learning how to move in different ways. Please can your 

child bring in a pair of shorts, a T-shirt and some pumps in a suitable bag and we will keep them in school and 

send them home at half term so they can be washed. Please make sure all clothes have your child’s name in 

them. 

We will have gardening every Monday afternoon and dance on a Thursday. Library books will be changed every 

Thursday. Please remember to complete the yellow comments book to let us know if your child enjoyed the 

story and any language they used when you shared the book. 

Foundation will continue to develop our understanding of the rights of the child by focusing on the right of 

children to relax and play (Article 31) and the right for all children to the best possible health (Article 24). 

Thank you in advance for all your support. We look forward to working with you! 

The Foundation Team 

     



   

  What’s On: Autumn A 

  Year 1 Dolphins  

 

Welcome to Year 1 Dolphins class. We hope that the children are ready for the exciting year ahead. We 

start our learning this half term with our topic “It’s good to be me”. This will enable the children to share 

any news from their holidays, to talk, draw and write about who they are. In English we will be reading 

the book ‘I Like Me!’ We will write sentences describing ourselves as well as what we like and don’t like. 

Our class story book this half term is Fantastic Mr Fox. We will enjoy finding out about how the fox 

escapes the farmers. 

In maths we will be thinking about numbers and counting. We will order numbers, match amounts and 

practise writing numbers. We will also be adding and subtracting numbers. We will use practical 

resources and the numberline to help us. 

Our learning journey will begin with geography and learning about the geography of the school and its 

grounds. We will create our own map and learn about how symbols represent locations on maps.  In art 

we will be practicing our portrait skills. We will learn about how guidelines can be used to draw a face 

correctly and how artists like Picasso created abstract portraits. We will use our portrait skills to create 

printed portraits as part of the whole school print competition. 

In music we will be playing different percussion instruments and learning about the different ways that 

they can be played. We then think about how different feelings can be represented with different 

instruments and using this to create music that matches the short video ‘For The Birds’. In science we 

will begin our animals topic. We will be thinking about what an animals is and that humans are animals. 

We will then learn about how anmials need a healthy diet, water, air and exercise to be healthy. 

PE is every Tuesday; please ensure your child has the correct PE kit (t-shirt, shorts, joggers and pumps) 

and that it is named. This half term we will be focussing on ball skills and practising our throwing, 

catching, kicking and goal scoring skills. In dance we will think about the different ways we can move our 

bodies. We will learn some basic steps such as turns, jumps and kicks and use these in a routine to the 

song ‘This Is Me’ 

In PHSE we are bouncing back and getting ourselves ready to learn. We will be learning about the new 

rules in school and how we can keep ourselves and others safe. Our BLP focus will be managing 

distractions and thinking about how we can keep our focus on our learning. As always our curriculum will 

link to the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Our main focus will be article: 24 the 

right to the best possible health. We will choose which rights are most important to our class and set our 

class charter. 

Home learning will be set on a Friday and needs to be returned to school the following Wednesday. 

Please also share the books the children bring home and record any reading in the yellow reading 

record.  

Thank you for your support! 

 

Miss Sheppard, Mrs Shuck and Mrs Lee 



   

  What’s On: Autumn A 

  Year 2 Badgers 

Welcome back to Year 2 and welcome to Badger class. We 

start our learning this half term with our topic “It’s good to be me”. This will enable the children 

to share any news from their holidays, to talk, draw and write about who they are. In English we 

will be reading the book ‘I Like Me!’ We will write sentences describing ourselves as well as 

what we like and don’t like. We will then move onto Lost and Found by Oliver Jeffers, this 

focuses on friendship, supporting and caring for one another. 

In maths we will be thinking about numbers and counting. We will order numbers, match 

amounts and practise writing numbers. We will also be adding and subtracting numbers. We 

will use practical resources and the numberline to help us. 

Our learning journey will begin with geography and learning about the geography of the school 

and its grounds. We will create our own map and learn about how symbols represent locations 

on maps. In art we will be practicing our portrait skills. We will learn about how guidelines can 

be used to draw a face correctly and how artists like Picasso created abstract portraits. We will 

use our portrait skills to create printed portraits as part of the whole school print competition. 

In music we will be playing different percussion instruments and learning about the different 

ways that they can be played. We then think about how different feelings can be represented 

with different instruments and using this to create music that matches the short video ‘For The 

Birds’. In science we will begin our ‘animals’ topic. We will be thinking about what an animal 

is and that humans are animals. We will then learn about how animals need a healthy diet, 

water, air and exercise to be healthy. 

PE is every Tuesday; please ensure your child has the correct PE kit (t-shirt, shorts, joggers and 

pumps) and that it is named. This half term we will be focussing on ball skills and practising our 

throwing, catching, kicking and goal scoring skills. In dance we will think about the different 

ways we can move our bodies. We will learn some basic steps such as turns, jumps and kicks 

and use these in a routine to the song ‘This Is Me’. Forest School will take place every week. I 

will keep you updated on this, the children will need to come to school in appropriate outdoor 

clothes and footware and a change of clothes for afterwards. 

We will be learning about the new rules in school and how we can keep ourselves and others 

safe. Our BLP focus will be managing distractions and thinking about how we can keep our 

focus on our learning. As always our curriculum and class charters will link to the United 

Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. Home learning will be set on a Friday and needs 

to be returned to school the following Wednesday. Please also share the books the children bring 

home and record any reading in the yellow reading record. 

Thank you for all of your support! 

Miss Hall, Mrs Clarke, Mrs Ahmed and Mr Reid 



   

  What’s On:  

  Year 3 Meerkats  

I’m very happy to say welcome back to school after a very 

strange few months. I think the Meerkats children are happy to be back at school and learning 

face-to-face again.  

Our topic for the first four weeks of term is ‘All About Me’. During this time, we will really be 

focusing on the children’s wellbeing, confidence and self-esteem. We have already started 

activities that focus on social skills, creativity, physical activity and PSHE/RHE and this will 

continue throughout our ‘All About Me’ topic and beyond. ‘The Daily Mile’ is now part of our 

routine and the children are getting used to walking, jogging or running outside for 15 minutes 

a day in addition to playtimes and PE. More physical activity is also taking place in between 

lessons including dance routines or yoga. We are discussing emotions and feelings a lot in 

class and linked this in with creative activities including making worry dolls and happiness 

jars. We are also discussing feelings and emotions during other curriculum areas including 

reading and writing lessons. Gradually helping the children to develop their reading, writing, 

Maths and BSL skills will also be an important part of our topic. I hope that this topic will help 

the children settle back into school routine after a challenging few months. 

Forest school will soon be taking place weekly which will also provide fantastic opportunities 

to develop the children’s confidence, self-esteem and creativity. This also links with Unicef’s 

Rights of the Child Article 31: “All children have the right to play”. Please ensure that your 

child has appropriate clothing and footwear in school at all times for forest school. In PE, the 

children will take part in hockey every Monday and dance every Wednesday. Please ensure 

that your child has a PE kit in school at all times that is appropriate for inside or outside PE 

lessons. 

Our ‘Building Learning Power’ focus during this term will be about ‘resilience’ and how to use 

the skill of ‘managing distractions’ to help us to focus on our learning despite other thoughts 

or situations around us. We will be practising mindfulness to help the children to develop this 

skill. 

 

                   



What’s On: Autumn A 

Year 4 Monkeys 

 Welcome back everyone! It’s so lovely to be at Longwill 

 and seeing everyone’s happy faces. 

 

 This half term sees a focus of ‘ All About Me’ where we link PSHE with all of our academic    

subjects, We will be ensuring all pupils are able to recognise and explain their feelings, as well as 

having strategies for dealing with both positive and negative emotions as they transition back into 

the classroom. This links with the UNRC Article 13 where children ‘have the right to say what they 

think in different ways’ and our BLP of ‘managing distractions’ as children build their resilience 

ready for learning again. We will also be discussing the Rights Respecting Articles within our 

lessons, in order to create our class charter and think about how we can create a positive world. 

 

We will be learning all about our new class animal the monkey, finding out where they live in 

Geography and learning about their habitats in Science. Our English lessons will also centre 

around stories involving monkeys as we recap word order and focus upon our letter formations. 

Maths will centre around place value, such as understanding which number is greater or less than 

as well as using 10s and 1s to represent numbers.  Computing will focus upon using technology for 

a purpose and different purposes as well as learning how to stay safe online. Art will focus upon 

using art as a method of expression through various different mediums as well as creating some 

rainforest and monkey art. 

 

In our weekly PE lessons, we will be focusing upon hockey, learning how to control the ball 

as well as developing our attacking and defending skills. This year, PE will take place on Monday 

afternoons, please make sure your child has a full PE kit in school. We will also be having weekly 

forest school sessions, each Wednesday, so please ensure your child brings appropriate warm 

clothes with them.  You can support your child by reading with them regularly and encouraging 

them to complete their Home Learning. Home Learning will be sent home every Tuesday, and 

should be returned to school by Friday. 

         

 



  What’s On: Autumn A 

 Year 4 Hedgehogs    

Welcome back everyone! It’s so lovely to be at Longwill 
 and seeing everyone’s happy faces. 

 

 This half term sees a focus of ‘ All About Me’ where we link PSHE with all of our academic    

subjects, We will be ensuring all pupils are able to recognise and explain their feelings, as well as 

having strategies for dealing with both positive and negative emotions as they transition back into 

the classroom. This links with the UNRC Article 13 where children ‘have the right to say what they 

think in different ways’ and our BLP of ‘managing distractions’ as children build their resilience 

ready for learning again. We will also be discussing the Rights Respecting Articles within our 

lessons, in order to create our class charter and think about how we can create a positive world. 

 

We will be learning all about our new class animal the hedgegog’s, finding out where they live in 

Geography and learning about their habitats in Science. Our English lessons will also centre 

around stories involving hedgehog’s as we recap word order and focus upon our letter formations. 

Maths will centre around place value, such as understanding which number is greater or less than 

as well as using 10s and 1s to represent numbers.  Computing will focus upon using technology for 

a purpose and different purposes as well as learning how to stay safe online. Art will focus upon 

using art as a method of expression through various different mediums as well as creating some 

rainforest and self portraits. 

In our weekly PE lessons, we will be focusing upon hockey, learning how to control the ball as well 

as developing our attacking and defending skills. This year, PE will take place on Monday 

afternoons, please make sure your child has a full PE kit in school. We will also be having weekly 

forest school sessions, each Thursday, so please ensure your child brings appropriate warm 

clothes with them and boots.  You can support your child by reading with them regularly and 

encouraging them to complete their Home Learning. Home Learning will be sent home every 

Tuesday, and should be returned to school by Friday. 

          



   

  What’s On: Autumn A 

  Year 5 Crocodiles 

Welcome to Year 5! 

We hope you have had a wonderful summer holiday and that your children are rested and ready to do lots of 

learning! Our first topic is ‘All about me! ’. We will be learning all about ourselves and what makes us special. We 

will think about what we like, what we are good at and what we would like to improve. We will also be thinking 

about why we look the way we do and learn all about inheritance and genetics in science. If you could send in any 

family photos we can share that would be great! We will use all the information we collect about ourselves to 

create our own personal fact files. 

In literacy we will be learning about how to improve our punctuation and the importance of using adjectives to 

make our writing more interesting. We will then be using these skills when writing poems and we will start by 

writing our own acrostic poems for a whole school poetry competition. We will also be focusing on improving our 

handwriting and developing our joined writing skills with the aim of achieving a pen licence! 

In maths we will continue to develop our knowledge of number and measurement. We will be learning about place 

value, and ordering and sequencing numbers. We will also be learning more about length and weight and the units 

of measurement associated with these. 

In geography we will be learning about where we live and where this is in relation to England, the UK, Europe 

and the world. 

P.E. will take place on a Friday afternoon and the focus for this half term is cross country. Dance will be on a 

Thursday and we will be learning how to Line dance. Forest School will take place every Monday afternoon. 

Please send you child in with a bag of outdoor clothes to change into and wellies if they have them. Thank you. 

Our focus for BLP this half term is resilience. We will be thinking about how we learn from making mistakes and 

the importance  of accepting a challenge  and not giving up.  

Year 5 will also continue to develop our understanding of the rights of the child by focusing on the right of 

children to have their own name (Article 7) and the right to have an education (Article 28). 

Thank you in advance for all your support. We look forward to working with you!   

   

                   



What’s On: Autumn A   

Year 6 Tigers 

Hello and welcome back. 

 

Firstly, thank you for your help and support in keeping the children 

learning during the lockdown period. I hope you enjoyed a restful break over the summer. 

  

This year, we will begin with a special introductory topic All About Me. There will be a strong PHSE 

focus, as we support the children in re-acclimatise to the school environment.  We will be 

exploring ways to keep our minds and bodies healthy through a variety of creative, physical and 

mindfulness activities.  

 

In English, we shall be writing personal fact files and creating calligram poetry to explore our 

identities at home and school. Later in the term, we will look at Deaf role models, as we consider 

our roles and responsibilities at the top of the school.  

 

Our topic work will begin with a comparative study. We will explore a child’s life in 2020 and the 

life of the Victorian child. We will think about what we value in the modern day and how things 

have changed since the 1800’s.  This work will form the basis of our local history study about the 

Cadbury brothers and Bourneville later in the term. 

 

 Our science focus will be Evolution and Inheritance. We will explore genes and the features we 

have inherited from our parents before examining how animals and plants have adapted and 

evolved to survive in different environments.  

 

In maths, we will begin with Place Value, looking at representing numbers in a variety of ways and 

problem solving in context. We will move on to study addition and subtraction.  

  

In RE, we will do a special study on the Quakers to complement our topic work as well as thinking 

about accountability and integrity in Year 6.  

 

Our BLP focus this term is resilience, maximising our learning by managing distraction. As always, 

our curriculum will link to the UNICEF charter of the rights of the child with a focus on Article 8, the 

right to an identity and self-expression. 

 

PE will take place on Friday afternoons. This term, we will be improving our skills in rounders and 

cross country. We will also be creating and rehearsing a dance routine to perform as part of the 

Harvest celebrations.  

 

Please continue to support your child by reading together regularly, and discussing what’s 

happening in the news. Please also encourage them to log onto home learning resources 

Mathletics and Bug Club.  

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https://www.naturalworldsafaris.com/asia/india/faqs/when-is-the-best-time-to-see-tigers-in-india&psig=AOvVaw1ZwefNPkhU6pA5ickoBWFl&ust=1599222169949000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCIjN1vz8zOsCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE

